A refreshing way of flying your perishables

“We fly our fish and flowers with Variation Fresh, because we know you treat our perishable goods with great care, and we can always count on the support of your professional staff.”

Michael Wei, Sales Manager at Dynasty Air/Ocean Freight Co. Ltd.
State-of-the-art solutions
Are you shipping sensitive goods? We transport all your shipments with special care. Your goods will receive a high loading priority across our network. And our stations meet the specific facility and capability requirements for handling perishables.

Every Variation Fresh solution provides clear standards specifying temperature settings during acceptance, transportation, storage and delivery. Our dedicated teams accurately monitor your perishable shipments along the operational process, contributing to the total supply chain.

Fresh experts meeting all your needs
Our expert commercial and operational teams are always available to assist you at any point along the logistics process. By working together, we can continue to improve our services and meet your specific needs.

To handle and ship your perishables in optimal conditions, our experienced Fresh team keeps up to speed with the newest developments in the perishables logistics market. Together with other supply-chain partners, we are always on the lookout for cutting-edge innovations for optimal quality management. And we regularly attend Fresh conventions and trade shows dedicated to perishables.

Do you need more information about our Variation Fresh solutions? Please check www.afklcargo.com. Furthermore, you can download the AFKLMP Cargo app to track your cargo from origin to destination.
We offer you three different Variation Fresh solutions, specifically designed for perishables, such as flowers, vegetables, fruits, seafood and meat.

Temperature guaranteed
Our Variation Fresh 1 solution is perfect for perishables that need strict temperature control, such as frozen meat and seafood. During transport and storage, your shipment is always in a constantly temperature-controlled environment.

- Temperatures between –20°C and +20°C, as required
- Transportation in temperature-controlled containers
- Temperature, dry ice and battery check during acceptance, transit and release
- Dedicated storage area during transit
- The captain is notified to ensure in-flight monitoring of your shipment
- Specialized handling within our global network
- Ready for pick-up within four hours after arrival*

Temperature controlled
Transporting sensitive perishables, such as flowers, seafood, vegetables and fruits? Ship your goods with Variation Fresh 2.

- Temperatures between +2°C and +8°C, as required
- Thermal blankets on request
- Cool storage and air transportation at temperatures between +2°C and +8°C
- The captain is notified to ensure in-flight monitoring of your shipment

Protection from extreme temperatures
With our Variation Fresh 3 solution you can ship perishables that require standard handling and protection from extreme temperatures during transportation, such as certain types of fruits and vegetables.

- Temperatures between +2°C and +25°C,
- Thermal blankets on request
- Protection from extreme weather conditions during ramp transportation and storage

* Local variations may apply.

“Thank you for showing a genuine interest in our business and for ensuring your internal processes always run smoothly. For us, operational excellence is of the utmost importance.”

Sanjay Bhunjun, CEO at Exogreen
Fly your perishables around the world

With our network of more than 200 global destinations and our hubs at Charles de Gaulle (Paris) and Schiphol Airport (Amsterdam) we ship your Fresh goods around the world, and guarantee that they are always in perfect condition.

North America
21 destinations
367 frequencies a week

Central America
15 destinations
103 frequencies a week

Europe
58 destinations

Middle East
12 destinations
94 frequencies a week

Asia
26 destinations
218 frequencies a week

South America
15 destinations
137 frequencies a week

Africa
42 destinations
249 frequencies a week

For more information, please contact your local sales manager or visit www.afklcargo.com.